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Question -20                                                   Marks: -40 
 

(1) my brother knows how to fly an airplane. He _______ a pilot. 

(A) is 

(B) am 

(C) are 

 

(2) where is he? Is he at work? No, he ____  

(A) isn't 

(B) not 

(C)is  

 

(3) Are you Hungry? Yes, I________. 

(A) are 

(B) am 

(C) is. 

 

(4) I like my cousin, but he _____always late  

(A) are 

(B) is 

(C) aren't  

 

(5) Multani Halwa is the ________of all. 

(A) Sweet 

(B) Sweetest 

(C) Suleeter 

 

(6) our country is spiritual country. Theirs ________religion. 

(A)is 

(B) are 

(C) also 

 

(7) our sir reaches mathematics ________English. 

(A) across 

(B) beside 

(C)both 

 

(8) please come _______the bathroom. 

(A)out of  

(B) over 

(C) On 

 

(9) please don't laugh _______ those beggars. 

(A)for 

(B) against 

(C)at 

 

(10) please, stop _____ so many mistakes. 

(A)makes 

(B) making 



(C)make 

(11) She _________her husband for 15 minutes. 

(A)is beating 

(B)has been beating 

(C)beats 

 

(12) The rain comes _______the clouds. 

(A)in 

(B) near 

(C)from 

 

(13) The ship________, Robinson arrived on the island. 

(A)has been broken 

(B) having been broken 

(C) having broken 

 

(14) The stars ________counted. 

(A) can 

(B) can be 

(C) cannot be 

 

(15) Three idiots ________really a watchable movie. 

(A) are  

(B) is 

(C) superb 

 

(16) Chirag hardly ever cooks, ________? 

(A) does he? 

(B) doesn't he? 

(C) isn't he? 

 

(17) I don't know the city _______ he lives. 

(A)what  

(B)where  

(C) when 

 

(18) our armed forces are _______ those of any other country in the world. 

(A) superior than 

(B) superior to 

(C) superior of 

 

(19) Do not cry _______ split the milk. 

(A)on 

(B)about 

(C) over 

 

(20) The electricity is ___________than coal. 

(A) cheaper 

(B) cheap 

(C) To Cheap 
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(1) DESAI RIPALBEN REJENDRABHAI-marks-36 

(2) DESAI JYOTSANBEN NARAYANBHAI-marks-28  

(3) GHANCHI KAIFIBANU YUNUSBHAI-marks-32 

(4) GHASURA SAHISTA SALIMKHAN-marks-34 

(5) GUPTA KHUSHBOO SANTOSHKUMAR-marks-26 

(6) MANSURI SHIFABANU MUSHIRRIYAZ-marks-32 

(7) MAKWANA DIPALI HASMUKHBHAI-marks-34 

(8) PARMAR PRIYANKIBEN RAHULBHAI-marks-32 

(9) PARMAR MANISHABEN TRIBHOVANBHAI-marks-36 

(10) PARMAR SARASVTIBEN RAMANBHAI-marks-28 

(11) RAMI NIDHIBEN BHAVESHKUMAR-marks-24 

(12) SOLANKI PARVATIBEN KESHRABHAI-marks-24 

(13) SOLANKI KOMALBEN NATVARBHAI-marks-30 

(14) THAKOR ANCHAL BHARATJI- marks-30 

(15) ZALA KIRANABA BHAGVANSING- marks-26 

(16) ANISHA BABUBHAI DARBAR- marks-24 

(17) ASHABEN RAMESHBHAI DESAI- marks- 28 

(18) BHARGAVI DINESHBHAI SADHU-marks-22 

(19) BHARGAVIBEN NIRANJANBHAI JOSHI- marks- 34 

(20) BHUMIKABEN SURESHBHAI SOLANKI-marks- 34 

(21) JANVI RAJENDRABHAI PARIKH- marks -32 

(22) KAJALBEN ASHISHSINH SOLANKI- marks- 36 

(23) KINJAL ASHOKBHAI CHAVDA- marks-28 

(24) KOMALBEN BHARATJI THAKOR- marks-26 

(25) MEENAKUMARI ROSHANLAL SHARMA-marks- 28 

(26) MISHA MAYODDINMIYA SAIYAD-  marks-26 

(27) NAMRATABEN DASHRATHBHAI DABHI-marks-34 

(28) NASREENBANU RAJUBHAI SIPAI- marks -32 

(29) NEHABEN RAJUBHAI PRAJAPATI-marks-26 

(30) NIDHI KIRITKUMAR PRAJAPATI-marks- 28 

(31) NIKITABEN BHARATH THAKOR-marks-26 

(32) PARULBEN KUNVARI THAKOR-marks-30 

(33) RAIVI HASMUKHBHAI PRAJAPATI-marks- 34 

(34) ROHINA ABDULBHAI SIPA-marks-24 

(35) SANDHYABEN BHIKHABHAI PARMAR-marks-34 

(36) SHIVANI DIVANSANG MAKWANA-marks-32 

(37) SHIVANIBEN KANJIBHAI DESAI -marks-28 

(38) SIMRANBEN SARDARBHAI KURESHI-24 

(39) SWETABEN PARSOTTAMBHAI NADIYA-36 

(40) TANVIBEN GIRISHBHAI JADAV- marks -30 








